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INTRODUCTION
The goal of summary judgmenc for most practitioners is "resolution without trial."'
This goal epitomizes what turns out to be a very common misconception and 1he reason
why the majority of motions fo r summary judgment end where they began. Simply stated,
resolution with trial may be had at the summary judgment stage of an action. Just because
an issue of fact is found does not mean that all the time and effort poured into a motion for
summary judgment was for naught. Hearings on issues of fact are provided by statute in
New York and should be used in those situations where the resolution of the remainder of
the action by summary judgment would otherwise be appropriate. There are a number of
provisions in the CPLR that clearly define this underutilized, yet powerful, tool that have
gone largely overlooked.
Summary judgment is available in a myriad of circumstances. It may be utilized in
contract cases where parole evidence is needed to clarify the lenns and conditions of an
ag1·eernent: where compliance within contract provisions is the sine qua non to recovery;
where specific rights and/or obligations need to be interpreted and adjudicated; or even
where the propriety of entering into the agreement ab initio is the issue. Likewise. in the
area of torts, whether business or personal. summary judgment may also be a powerful
tool. It ,nay be utilized where the issue is whether there was breach of duty owing to the
plaintiff: where causation is the issue; where specific elements of the burden of proof of a
business tort are an issue: and even when the issue is intentional or willful c<mduct. Clearly.
the more discrete the issues associated with the burden of proof in a particular fact pauem,
the rnore powerful summary judgment becomes.
Deciding to bring a motion for summary judgmem is very case specific. Neve11hclcss.
many of the advantages and disadvantages of this motion are universal. It is, of course, a
universal truth that no matter how strong a case, anything can happen over the course or a
trial and therefore some cases are better suited 10 be adjudicated prior to trial.' Summary
judgment motions may also reveal strategies and positions of the parties as the motion
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proceeds.' Being able 10 show evidence to 1hc Judge in a light most favorable 10 your client
and bearing witness to the Judge's reaction 10 such evidence if the case progresses to tria l
are additional benefits;' not to meotion that early disposition of the case or at least some of
its issues saves time and money.s
In many cases. the potential advamages of motions for su,nmary judgment outweigh the

disadvantages. The ability 10 presem a motion for summary j udgment. knowing that there
is the option of requesting a hearing on an issue of fact which rnay have otherwise serve,d
to defeat the motion makes the advantage of bringing the motion even grcatcr.6

I. CPLR § 3212 (c) - IMMEDIATE TRIAL
The first provision found in the CPLR that may be used as a basis for a hearing in the
context ofa summary judgment motion is CPLR § 3212 (c). CPLR § 32 12 (c} is entitled
"Immediate Trial," and provides 1hai:
.. , f it appears 1hat the only triable issues of fact arising on a motion for summary
judgment relate to the amount or extent of damages. or if a motion is based on any of the

grounds enumerated in subdivision (a} or (b) of rule 32 11, the court may. when appropriaic
for the expeditious disposition of the controversy, order an immediate trial of such issues of

fact raised by the motion. before a referee. before the cou,1, or before the court and a jury.
whichever may be proper."1
This provision authorizes two specific instances in which a hearing would be appropriate:

( I) hearings on the amount and extent of damages; and (2) hearings on grounds enumerated
in CPLR § 3211 (a} or (b}. This section was amended in 1973 to its present form to al low
the immediate trial of a liability-related fact issue as long as it is shown to arise on a 3212
motion based on a 321 l(a} objection.' This 1973 amendment pennits the court to order
immediate !rial on any issue of fact in the context of summary judgment. just as it could
on a motion to dismiss under CPLR § 32 11.• Before 1973, any issue of fac1 going to
Iiability requ ired denial of the motion be,cause the issue could no! be immediately tried. "
Despite the substantial similarities in the two sections concerning dismissal and summary

judgment, tliis asymmetry existed."
There is 110 disagreemenl that on a dismissal motion under CPLR 321 1 the immediate
trial of an issue of fact is permissible and that tlie specific defenses enumera1ed under
Rule 32 1l(a) are of the kind that common ly form the basis for summary judgment.
especially when the defense is founded upon documentary evidence (Rule 32 11(a} (I})."
Furthermore, a motion to dismiss based 011 failure to state a cause of action (Rule 321 1(a)
(7)) often raises the same issues as a motion for summary judgment and when matters
outside the plc,iding arc submitted (Rule 3211 (c}) 1hc motion is almost indistinguishable
from one for summary judgment." The court has express power under CPLR § 321 l(c}
to order the immediate trial of an issue of fact arising on a CPLR § 32 l I motion and ii
would be idle to preclude immediate trial of an identical issue merely because it arises in
conjunction wi1h a CPLR § 32 12 ratherthan a CPLR § 321 1 applica1ion. " Thus. in light of
the foregoing, the 1973 amendment clarifying and confonn ing prac1ice under the two rules
was a necessary evolmion of the adjudicatory process. 15 The amendment allows the coun

under the conditions stated 10 consider other issues of fac1, in addition to 1he category of
dispu1cd damages. and has brough1 balance to this issue."
In July. 1995. the New York Court of Appeals, wh ile reviewing CPLR § 3212 (c) in
the case of Argentina v. Otsego MUI. Fire Ins. Co. ,17 further broadened the provision's
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applicability in order 10 resolve a lone l'emaining subslan1ive issue. The issue before the
Court was whether there was a cognizable excuse in a personal injury action for a delay
in providing no1ice of injury." Although the issue was initially presented in a cross
motion for summary judgmcnl, the Supreme Court ultimately considered and determined
the question after a 1estimonial hearing." The Court's basis for this hearing was CPLR
§ 32 12 (c)."
The Court in tfrge11ti11a verified that the summary judgment stature was designed
primarily to pcnni1 early resolution of preliminary or secondary facmal issues. but
that it was used in this instance to resolve the only substantive issue in the case.: 1 The
proceeding was effectively convened from summary judgment 10 a plenary bench Lrial.
where judgment was than rendered only afier folI fact finding." A1ge111i11a has. in essence,
opened the door for a court in this state to order a hearing on a substantive factual issue
under CPLR § 32 I 2(c) that is neither based upon the amount and extent of damages or 1he
grounds enumerated in CPLR § 32 11 (a) or (b).

II. CPLR § 2218 - TRIAL OF ISSUE RAISED ON MOTION
CPLR § 22 18 is entitled "Trial of Issue Raised on Motion" and s1a1cs, in peninenl pan.
1ha1: ·• ... the Court may order that an issue of fac1 raised on a motion shall be separaiely
tried by the coun or a referee ...,, Under Ihis section, 1he CPLR authori.ws 1he hearing of any
issue, 0 11 any morion. The question 1herefore is: \Vhat rcla1ionship is there between CPLR
§ 2218 and CPLR § 32 12 (c)? May an issue of fac t raised specifically on a motion for
summary judgmen1 be separa1ely tried under CPLR § 2218? Professor S iegel has argued
that CPLR § 3212 (c). because it has more specific language than CPLR § 22 18, precludes
the use of CPLR § 2218 hearings in connection wi1h motions for summary judgment.''
Given the Coun of Appeals decision in Argentina discussed above. however. 1here is room
for Lhe conclusion that couns. based upon judicial economy and the need for expeditious
resolu1ion of the simpler fac1ual issues, should be able 10 hear any issue on any motion.
even one for summary judgmen1, based upon ei1her CPLR § 3212 (c) or CPLR § 22 18.'-' In
essence, CPLR § 2218 could be utilized in areas not specifically covered by CPLR § 3212

(c) so as to pcnnit a hearing on any summary judgment issue.
There arc numerous references to the vibrations between §§ 2218 and 3212 (c) in the
caselaw. For instance, there have been a number of decisions 1ha1 discussed CPLR § 2218
together wilh CPLR § 3212 (c) where the focus was on 1he right to a jury 1rial under
both seclions. One Appellate Division case in par1icular. Baseball Office ofthe Co111111 °r "·
M,wsh & lvfclemum, is wonhy of mention."' Although in this ins1ance the rigbl 10 a jury
trial under Lhese sec lions was Lhe main focus of the Courl·s decision. 1he dicta in 1he case
is helpful." The Coun described 1he proceeding ·· ... as a hearing 'in aid of' dete11nining
Baseball's motion for panial summary judgment and. allernatively. a hearing 'in aid of
Baseball"s morion 10 dismiss . ..: · When "[y]ou make a morion for summary judgment.
you open up a panoply of 1ools that the coun has. and one of them is a hearing in aid of a
motion .. .:·~-. Although this language was an excerpt of a quotation frorn the lower court's
decision, the remainder of which was overruled by the Firs! Depanmeni, 1he subsiance is
telling with regard 10 1he issue al hand.
In ,he ove-nvhelming majority of cases in which the court orders a hearing on an issue
of fac t found in a motion for summary judgment. whe1her 1he hearing is based on CPLR
§ 2218 or CPLR § 3212(c). both se<:1ions are cited. wi1hout distinguishing one from the
other." lf 1hese sec1ions may be used interchangeably -· or a1 least in conjunc1ion wi1h one
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another-then the te,,n '·motion" as stated within CPLR § 22 18, would include motions
for summmy judgment and a hearing may be ordered on any issue raised. If issues of fact
arising on a motion "will require a lengthy hearing." they should not as a rule be ordered
to an irnmediate trial.;o However. even the groundwork for lengthier hearings has been laid
for such a decision to be made by a court. as to whether in each circumstance, a hearing
would be appropriate. CPLR 2218 contemplates a trial of narrow. clear-cut issues. whose
disposition can advance the Iitigation and possibly even end it, rather than a trial of lengthy,
complicated ones which would be central 10 the main issues at an ultimate LriaP 1
The Second Depanment in Sro..-ell v. Berso·n discu:;sed CPLR 2218 in conjunction
with CPLR § 3211 (c). stating that·· .. . CPLR 2218 empowers the coun to order that an
issue of fact raised on a motion shall be separately tried, and .. . CPLR 3211 (subd. (cl)
empowers the court to ,real a motion to dismiss as one for summary judgment and to order
an immediate trial of the issues miscd on the motion ... ,"" Whether under 321 l(c) or
32 I 2(c). or whether in the context of a motion to dismiss or motion for summary judgment.
it is clear that the same conclusion should be reached. A hearing may be had on an issue
or fact raised in a motion for summary judgment. Although the court in Stowell ultimately
held that the sections did not apply where " .. . the issues as found by the coun are serious
and will require a lengthy hearing," the proposition that the sections would apply ir the
issues were not so serious or would not require a lengthy hearing seems quite evident.JJ

*

III. CPLR § 3212(9) - LIMITATION OF ISSUES OF FACT FOR
TRIAL
Finally. if a motion for summary judgment is decided and is either granted in part or
denied outright, some trial benefit may still be salvaged. CPLR 32 12(g) entitled ··Limitation
of Issues of Fact for Trial'" is the third possibility established in the CPLR under which a
summary judgment hearing may be had. It provides:
" If a motion for summary judgment is denied or is granted in part, the court. by examining
the papers before it and. in the discretion of the court, by interrogating counsel, shall. if
practicable. asc.ertain what facts arc not in dispute or are incontrovertible. It shall thereupon
make an order specifying such facts and they shall be deemed established for all purposes
in the action. The cou11 rnay 11"1ake any order as may aid in the disposition of the action.'·;.~

CPLR 3212(g) permits the coun to limit issues of fact for trial. by specifying which facts
are not in dispute or arc incontrovertible, and such facts shall be deemed established for all
purposes in the action." It recognizes that. notwithstanding the denial or partial grant. one
of several facts may nonetheless appe-ar to be conceded or otherwise definitively resolved
by the moving and opposing papers.'• If established as such. there is no need Lo examine
funhe r such facts and those facts found to be without dispute should be enumerated in the
order disposing of the motion and be usable without further litigation."
Professor S iegel suggests that ·· ... if calendars were less congested and judges had more
time for each case. an order under CPLR 32 12 (g) establishing given facts would be more
common" and that. although it is little used, it can be quite versatile." Many motions
for summary judgment arc denied, and the only product of the substantial expenditure o r
time and effon by both the lawyers and the coun is very often an order that reflects only
the denial. making no effort to set forth at least those undisputed facts. if any. that clearly
emerge from the motion papers." Unfonunately, it is not uncommon for a busy trial judge,
who is faced wi1h an unwieldy number of motions before him or her. to examine summary
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judgment motion papers looking only for a single issue of fact whose existence would

require denial of the motion.••
The fact that calendars are congested and that Judges arc busy should not limit the use
of this tool provided by CPLR § 3212(g). but rather should put greater demand on it. If
the comparison is between the denial of a motion for summary judgment resulting in a full
trial on all issues or the parLial denial resulting in a trial on only those issues not deemed

established, the amount of time a court would be required to spend on a limited hearing is
dwarfed by the enonnous time and resources required by a full trial. CPLR 32 I2(g) is a tool
with enormous potential to save time and money in the busy court system.

CONCLUSION
It is not an inevitable for the future that all the time and effort expended preparing a
motion for summary judgment should go to waste where an issue of fact is found and the

motion is denied. The three sections of the CPLR discussed here clearly set forth a number
of bases for a hearing to determine substantive fact issues that would otherwise constitute
grounds for the denial ofa motion for summary judgment. These underutilized tools should
be in every litigator"s arsenal. The courts in New York are overmn with time consuming

and expensive litigation. If the full power of summary judgment is utilized. it could aid in
the quicker resolution of many of the cases now crowding the dockets either by a faster
disposition or a narrowing of the issues actually tried. The use of such hearings can be very
effective in the resolution of particular issues and in reducing the time spent and money
expended on protracted litigation. •
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